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Lion Brand®

SIZE: One Size
Hat approximately 20" circumference
Knit Scarf approximately 6"x72"
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• 2 skeins Lion Brand® Homespun® yarn - one for hat, one for scarf
• Knitting needles, size 11
• Large-eye blunt needle
GAUGE: 12 stitches + 24 rows = 4 inches in garter stitch (knit every row). BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR GAUGE.
When you match the gauge in a pattern, your project will be the size specified in the pattern and the materials
specified in the pattern will be sufficient. If it takes you less stitches and rows to make a 4 in. square, try using a
smaller size hook or needles; if more stitches and rows, try a larger size hook or needles.
DIRECTIONS:
KNIT HAT
Cast on 54 stitches. Work in garter stitch until piece measure 81⁄2". Bind off and sew side seams together.
Fold tube in half with seam at center and stitch back to front at center point on top. Bring center of two open
sides to where you have just stitched and stitch to the same point. Note: You will have four open circles that meet
in the center. Work all yarn ends into piece and trim.
KNIT SCARF
Cast on 18 stitches. Work in garter stitch for 72 inches or until you run out of yarn, leaving 36 inches of yarn for
binding off. Bind off and weave in ends.
Pattern Number: 30144-K

one-skein hat & scarf - knit
Skill Level 2: Some knitting experience needed
Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions
prior to beginning; read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult
supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over
the use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims
any liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith,
but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed. ©2007 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved.
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